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Outline of Talk
• Brief history of regulation

– Regulation arose from conflict between commercial interests of 
large firms and interests of consumers

– Privately-owned versus state-owned company
• “Old School” Monopoly Regulation

– Role of Regulatory Accounting 
– Role of Administrative Processes
– Court of Public Opinion versus Court of Law

• “Modern Regulation” of Partially Competitive Markets 
– Privatization 
– Technological change
– Demand growth

• “Modern Regulation” = Market Design
– Set rules for where and how to allow market mechanisms 
– Regulate prices of some products sold by multiproduct incumbents

• Example of new challenge from California relevant to Australia
– “Regulating Competition” Between Distributed Solar and Grid Scale 

Electricity
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Brief History of Regulation
• Regulation is came very late in evolution of US law

– Courts were very hesitant to go against basic tenet of free 
enterprise system that individual agents are free to make their 
own decisions (See Prophets of Regulation by Thomas McCaw)

• Munn v. Illinois (1877)
– US Supreme Court established “public interest principle” for 

regulating monopolies 
– Allowed State of Illinois to regulate rates set by grain elevators 

and warehouses
• Interstate Commerce Act of 1887

– Introduced of the Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC) to 
regulate rates charged by US railroads

• Nebbia v. New York (1934)
– Munn v. Illinois was thought only to apply to public utilities 
– Supreme Court eliminated constitutional barriers to economic 

regulation, as long as regulation was in “public interest”
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Brief History of Regulation
• In other parts of the world, economic regulation was 

largely unheard of until the mid-20th century because 
virtually all infrastructure industries were state-owned
– State-ownership limits conflict between shareholders and 

consumers
– State-owned utilities operated in “public interest”

• Inefficiencies in production that resulted from utilities 
being operated in “public interest” led to calls for 
privatization

• Unregulated privatively-owned firm has strong incentive 
to minimize costs, but this can come at the expense of 
higher prices to consumers

• Privately-owned, price-regulated firm may better serve 
public interest, but this requires effective regulation
– Strong incentives for least cost production of output
– Output price that only recovers least cost of production 
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Challenge of “Old School” Regulation
• Asymmetric information problem in monopoly 

regulation (why regulated firms don’t necessarily 
produce in least cost manner)
– Firm usually knows more about its technological 

capabilities and the demand that it faces than the 
regulator

– This leads to disputes between the firm and regulator 
over minimum cost to serve demand that firm faces

– Implication--Regulator can never know minimum 
cost of providing service

• Regulator can only know incurred costs and must set 
firm’s price only observing these costs
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• Informational rents in regulator-utility interaction
– There are laws against confiscating regulated firm’s 

assets
• Impossible to tell difference between regulator setting 

– Output prices that confiscate firm’s assets
– Output prices that provide strong incentives for least-cost operation

– Long history of legal disputes in US that attempt to 
define process for setting prices that do not 
confiscate firm’s assets

– Firm understands value of superior information about 
its demand and technology in regulatory price-setting 
process

• Wolak, Frank A. (1994) “An Econometic Analysis of the 
Asymmetric Information, Regulator-Utility Interaction,” on web-site, 
quantifies magnitude of informational rents for CA water utilities

Challenge of “Old School” Regulation
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Addressing “Old School” Challenge
• Uniform system of accounts for all regulated 

entities
– Record of historical acquisition cost of all capital 

equipment 
– Standardized depreciation schedules for all capital 

equipment set by regulatory process
– Uniform treatment of operating expenses and taxes

• Enables across-firm and same firm-over time 
comparisons of costs

• Ensures firm is only allowed to recover historical 
acquisition cost plus return on up-front 
investment commensurate with risk taken
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• Traditional “regulatory bargain” in US
– Monopolist required to serve all demand at regulated price
– Regulator sets output price that allows firm an opportunity to 

recover all “prudently incurred” costs of serving this demand
– No guarantee of cost recovery, only an opportunity to recover 

costs 
• Conclusion--All regulation, including mislabeled “cost of 

service regulation” (at least in the US) is incentive 
regulation (Consistent with Stephen King)
– Attempts to provide incentives for least cost production and set a price 

that only recovers least cost of production
– Best paper written on how “cost of service regulation” actually works in the US:          

Joskow, Paul L. "Inflation and environmental concern: Structural change in the process of 
public utility price regulation." The Journal of Law and Economics 17, no. 2 (1974): 291-327.

– Most misleading paper about how “cost of service regulation” actually works in the US: 
Averch, Harvey, and Leland L. Johnson. "Behavior of the firm under regulatory constraint." 
The American Economic Review 52, no. 5 (1962): 1052-1069.

Addressing “Old School” Challenge
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Enforcing Decisions
• Court of Public Opinion v. Court of Law

– Regulator has legal mandate, but courts may interpret mandate 
contrary to regulator’s decision

– Regulator must establish reputation with courts of law to prevent 
this from happening

• Favorable reputation in court of public opinion 
leads to favorable reputation in court of law

• Implications of this logic
– Regulator must communicate decisions and reasons for these 

decisions in a transparent manner that is accessible to public
– Particularly, in early stages of new regulatory issue, focus on 

building reputation for expertise in court of public opinion and in 
court of law
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Enforcing Decisions
• Regulator must be perceived by press and political 

process as impartial arbitrator of truth
• Establishing regulatory credibility

– Uniform System of Accounts to present cost data in accessible 
manner that is comparable across firms and over time

– Follow transparent administrative process to set output price
– Build reputation in court of law by successfully defending 

decisions and winning in the court of public opinion
– Regulator must be an effective communicator to win court of 

public opinion
• Important point:  Courts will defer to regulator in future 

to the extent regulator’s past decisions have not been 
overturned in court of law
– Pick your fights carefully in early stages of new regulatory 

challenge such as internet platforms
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Summary:  “Old School Regulation”
• Regulatory process dominated by 

– Accountants enforcing standardized system of 
accounts

– Lawyers managing administrative process
• Regulatory economics focused on rate design 

and cost allocation
– Fixed charge, variable charges for each product sold
– Allocation of fixed costs to different products supplied 

by monopolist
• Regulatory process focused on setting “just and 

reasonable” prices for both consumers and 
producers
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“Modern Regulation”
(Why?)
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21st Century Regulatory Challenges
• Technological change and demand growth in 

infrastructure industries allows introduction of 
competition into aspects of former vertically-
integrated monopoly industries
– Telecommunications—Wireless versus wireline competition
– Cable Television—Cable versus telecoms and satellite
– Electricity---Competition in wholesale and retail  electricity
– Natural gas—Competition in wholesale and retail natural gas

• New Regulatory Challenge—Market Design
– Where to allow market mechanisms, how to design them
– How fulfill mandate to protect consumers from prices that 

reflect the exercise of market power in world where 
competition is ineffective (Catherine Waddams’ point)
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What is Market Design?
• Market Design 

– Set number and size of market participants 
– Set rules for determining revenues each entity 

receives
– So that combined actions of each participant 

acting in its own best interest yields market 
outcomes as close as possible to market 
designer’s desired outcome

• Many feasible market designs, each of which can 
yield different market outcomes
– Vertically-integrated regulated utility most common 

historically 
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What is Market Design?
• Major challenge of market design process

– Once market rules are put in place all market 
participants will optimize against them

– Market participants will push envelope of market rules

• Must analyze strategic implications of all 
market rules
– Anticipate how participants will use market rules to 

maximize profits
• Example from US airline industry

– How firms exercise all available unilateral market 
power
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Principal/Agent Problem
• Examples—client/lawyer, patient/doctor, firm 

owner/firm manager, and regulator/firm
– One familiar to everyone here—Parent/child

• Principal typically does not observe everything that 
agent does about its economic environment
– Principal’s payoff depends on agent’s actions

• Other factors impact principal’s payoff
– Agent’s payoff depends on its own actions, method used by 

principal to compensate agent, and other factors
• Principal designs mechanism for compensating agent 

based on observable variables that causes agent to 
take actions desired by principal
– Parent/child example

• Parent promises prize to child if she gets good grades
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Theory of Market Design
• Market Design involves solving Principal/Agent 

problems at multiple levels
• First level—Regulator/Firm

– Principal = Market Designer
• Usually government and/or regulator

– Agents = Firms and consumers in market
• Second level—Firm Owner/Firm Manager

– Principal = Owner of Firm
– Agent = Management of Firm

• Extremely complex agency relationships 
within and between each level
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Optimal Market Design 
• Proposed objective function for electricity 

market designer
– Lowest annual average retail price of electricity 

consistent with long-term financial viability of 
industry

– In economist’s language--maximize consumer 
surplus subject to marginal firm in industry earning 
zero economic profit

• Modern Regulation--Choice is not de-
regulation versus regulation, but how much 
and where to regulate
– Use market mechanism where this is superior 

solution to market design problem, and explicit 
price regulation where this is superior solution 
(Catherine Waddams’ point)



Some Form of Regulation Necessary
• “Competitive” electricity regime restricts regulated 

portion of industry to smallest entity possible
– Transmission and distribution are only services with their 

prices set through a regulatory process
– Generation and electricity retailing are open to competition

• Economies of scope difficult to capture under this regime

• “Vertically integrated” regime imposes regulatory 
process on all aspects of industry
– Final output price of vertically integrated monopoly is 

regulated--economies of scope possible
• Choice between regulation and “competitive market” 

depends which mechanism achieves market 
designer’s objectives
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Necessity of Market Design—Electricity 
• Dedicated network required to deliver electricity

– Despite Nikola Tesla’s attempts, cannot beam electricity to final 
customers

– Cost structure favors a single transmission network for a given 
geographic area

• How network access determined can have an enormous 
impact on profits of market participants
– Without access to transmission network generation unit owners 

can only sell to local consumers
• This requires designing a regulatory mechanism

– To ensure equal access to network for all market participants
– To compensate entity that manages transmission network
– To set prices charged for use of transmission network
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• Usual market design process not available for 
infrastructure industry such as electricity or natural gas
– Compare market design process for coffee versus electricity

• Customers choose to purchase coffee at Starbucks or 
other upscale coffee shops
– Traditional coffee shops lose customers and go out of business

• Only one network available to deliver electricity or 
natural gas
– Customers cannot switch to alternative networks

• Conclusion—Market design must take place through an 
explicit regulatory/policymaking process

Necessity of Market Design—Electricity 



New Market Design Challenges
• All market participants want regulator to reduce 

market risk for them
• Common complaint among suppliers

– No one wants to buy product at my price
• Common complaint among buyers

– No one want to sell product at my price
• Regulator intervenes to “solve problem” and 

passes cost on to consumers
• Can be difficult for regulator to let both sides of 

market negotiate a price
– Benefit of wholesale and retail competition, versus 

market with only wholesale competition
– Market disciplines buyers and sellers with wholesale 

and retail competition (Stephen Littlechild’s point)
• Regulator must set retail price in market with only wholesale 
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Generic Market Design Challenges
• Partially regulated multi-product firms want to 

make cost of regulated services as high possible 
to enable lowest cost possible for competitively 
supplied services
– Distribution/retailing utility wants to assign as many costs as 

possible to distribution segment to make cost of providing 
competitive retail electricity as low as possible

– Federal Express (FedEx) and United Parcel Service (UPS) want 
US Postal Service express mail and package delivery prices to be 
as high possible and first-class mail prices as low as possible 

• Regulatory cost allocation even more important in 
“modern regulation” paradigm
– Can tilt competitive playing field in favor of incumbent firms, rather 

simply recover excess revenues from certain products, as was the 
case in formerly regulated regime
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Generic Market Design Challenges
• Many formerly regulated multi-product 

monopolies now face competition for some of the 
products they supply
– Competition for grid-supplied electricity from distributed solar 

generation units
– Competition for wireline telephone service from wireless 

telephone service
– Freight rail transportation faces competition from trucking and air 

freight
• How regulated products are priced can impact 

market outcomes for competitively supplied 
products
– Recovering fixed cost of local telephone exchange network 

through per minute access charge for long-distance provides can 
lead to inefficient bypass of local network

– Recovering fixed cost of transmission and distribution grid from in 
per unit charge can encourage efficient bypass of grid supplied 
electricity
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New Regulatory Challenge: 
“Evidence from California on the 

Economic Impact of Inefficient 
Distribution Network Pricing”

(With Lessons for Australia)
(Copy of paper on web-site)



Distribution Network Pricing
• Historically distribution network costs recovered 

through a cents per kilowatt-hour charge
– Pricing mechanism did not lead to inefficient 

outcomes because consumers had no choice but to 
purchase electricity from grid

• Distributed solar provides consumer with ability 
to avoid purchases from grid
– Consumer pays $/KWh charge only on electricity 

withdrawn from grid
– Retail price is avoided cost of energy from solar 

panels
• P(retail) = P(Energy) + P(Trans) + P(Dist) + Other
• Other = retailing margin, energy efficiency programs, above 

market cost of Renewables Portfolio Standard (RPS) 
energy, low-income energy programs, distributed generation 
and storage support mechanisms
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California Solar Initiative (CSI)
• California has almost 7,000 MW of distributed 

solar installed
– Most of it installed since 2007 under California Solar 

Initiative (CSI)
• CSI provided $2.167 billion to support distributed solar 

installations
– CSI funded by electric ratepayers through higher retail prices

• California has 33% Renewables Portfolio Standard (RPS) 
by 2020 and 50% by 2030
– Above-wholesale-market-price costs of qualified renewable 

energy included in retail price
• California energy efficiency programs cost approximately 

one billion per year
– Further raises retail prices 

• Higher $/KWh retail price encourages more consumers to 
install distributed solar
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Distribution Network Price Increases:
Reason I 

• Fixed cost of distribution grid does not depend 
on how many KWh are withdrawn from grid
– Very small marginal cost of delivering 1 KWh

• As more customers install distributed solar, the 
same fixed cost must be recovered from fewer 
total KWh 
– Same numerator, smaller denominator
– $/KWh charge must increase

• Higher distribution charge increases incentive to 
install distributed solar  
– Avoid paying higher retail price of electricity

• “Other” factors from previous slide also increase 
per unit retail price
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Distribution Network Price Increases:
Reason II

• As more distributed solar is installed in a 
given distribution grid, upgrades may be 
necessary
– Manage large surges of energy injections into grid 

during periods of the day with significant solar activity
– Solar system sized to produce close to customer’s 

monthly consumption produces more electricity than 
customer consumes during daylight hours

• Capacity factor of California solar rooftop solar system is 
approximately 0.20 = (Annual Kwh)/(KW x 8760 hours)

• Grid upgrades raise fixed cost of grid, 
which further increases $/KWh charge for 
use of distribution grid
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Inefficient Network Pricing in CA
• Current average residential price in California is ~23 

cents/KWh
– All three investor-owned utilities have increasing block prices for 

retail electricity
• Highest marginal price in PG&E territory is ~35 cents/KWh

– At $3.50/Watt installed, rooftop solar photovoltaic (PV) panels 
have a levelized cost of energy (LCOE) equal to ~18 cents/KWh 
(at 3 percent real discount rate)

• Going solar requires no subsidies to make it privately profitable for 
“average“ California consumer

• Average wholesale cost of energy and ancillary services 
in California in 2017 was 4.1 cents per KWh
– Socially unprofitable to invest in rooftop solar
– Grid supplied electricity much cheaper
– Grid scale solar has lower LCOE than rooftop in CA

• Divergence between privately optimal decision and 
socially optimal decision due to inefficient distribution 
network pricing
– Economically inefficient bypass of grid-supplied electricity 
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The “Utility Death Spiral”
• Two reasons for increase in $/KWh 

distribution network price due to solar PV 
installations
– (1) Mechanical—Less electricity withdrawn 

from grid on annual basis (same total cost 
divided by less electricity withdrawals)

– (2) Grid integration costs—Upgrades of 
distribution network to accommodate more 
distributed solar (increases distribution costs)

• “Utility Death Spiral”
– Higher prices lead to more rooftop solar, which 

leads to less withdrawals, which leads to 
higher prices and more rooftop solar and less 
withdrawals, which leads to higher prices...
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Question Addressed in Paper

Controlling for the “mechanical impact,” 
does more distributed solar increase or 

decrease residential distribution network 
prices?
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Actual (Black) and Counterfactual (Red) Average 
Distribution Network Price
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Implications of Results
• Results suggest that ~2/3 of the average 

residential distribution price increase since 2003 
for each utility can be attributed to increasing 
integration cost of distributed solar (2nd

explanation)
• Annual average wholesale energy, ancillary 

services and capacity costs per KWh of load in 
California in 2017 was 4.1 cents/KWh

• Counterfactual “no distributed solar” post 2003 
retail price in 2017 is no higher than 12.1 
cents/KWh
– 4.1 cents/KWh for energy, A/S, and capacity
– 5.5 to 6 cents/KWh for distribution
– 2 cents/KWh for transmission and retail margin
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Improving Efficiency of Distribution Pricing
• Base distribution prices charged on cost 

causation principles and willingness to pay
– Proposed solution:   Recover most of sunk costs in 

monthly fee based on willingness to pay
• Distribution network charges look much more like high-speed 

internet bill or cable bill
• Small, less than 1 cent/kWh, per KWh charge set to vary with 

real-time conditions in grid (charge for marginal distribution 
losses)

• Customer pays fixed charge for right to purchase 
grid-supplied electricity at hourly marginal cost

– Can provide subsidies to low-income customers 
through lower fixed charges or negative fixed charges, 
but all customers pay hourly marginal cost for energy

– Depending on individual price elasticities all customers 
can benefit relative to old rate

• Reducing marginal cost of electricity to all consumers 
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Distribution Pricing Proposal
• Paper uses simple model to relate customer’s 

hourly willingness-to-pay to consume at hourly 
marginal cost to
– WTP(i,h) = E(Q(h,i))2 + Var(Q(h,i) 
– Q(h,i) = demand in hour h for customer i

– EEHWTP(i) =

• Can compute E(WTP(i,h)) as fitted value from 
regression of Q(h,i)2 on customer characteristics
– Utility can use hourly metered data and customer and 

dwelling characteristics and machine learning 
techniques for prediction
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Distribution Pricing Proposal



• Unclear whether customer would be better off 
financially on annual basis with distributed solar
– Full requirements customer will have higher value of 

E(Q(C(h,i)) than identical customer with distributed 
solar

– Var(Q(C(h,i)) of full requirements customer likely to 
be lower than identical customer with distributed 
solar

• Pricing mechanism provides incentive for 
distributed solar customer to install storage to 
reduce Var(Q(C(h,i)) and annual fixed charge
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• McRae and Wolak (2019) “Retail Pricing in Colombia to 
Support the Efficient Deployment of Distributed 
Generation and Electric Vehicles,” on web-site, use 
household-level data to implement mechanism

• Tariff mechanism is found to increase mean household-
level welfare in Colombia relative to existing average 
cost-based tariffs
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Creating 21st Century Regulator
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Process of Continuous Improvement
• All infrastructure industry regulation must adapt 

to  changing technology, policy goals, and 
market participant behavior

• All regulators must engage in critical self-
assessment of their performance to ensure 
consumers benefit from their actions
– Almost 100% of time regulator is ex post wrong
– Goal is to be only slightly wrong ex post

• Recall that process of finding optimal market 
design is not available for most infrastructure 
industries
– Data analysis and release process can point the way 

to “optimal market design,” but this is process of 
continual learning and implementation of knowledge



Training Modern Regulators
• Regulators should have training in

– Microeconomics
– Game Theory
– Statistical Methods
– Basic Engineering
– Law
– Accounting

• Increasing challenges of modern regulation 
requires modern training
– Willingness to be wrong, or regulator never 

adapts to change, except in a crisis
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Concluding Comments
• Regulating market rules much more challenging than 

regulating prices of monopoly services
– Prudency review to ensure “just and reasonable” prices

• Accounting and administrative law intensive process 
– Set market rules to ensure “just and reasonable” prices

• Economist and engineer intensive process 

• A large part of overseeing wholesale market is smart 
sunshine regulation
– Compile and make market data available for internal and external 

analysis
– Develop and produce measures of “vital signs” of market for 

public and regulatory process
– Assist with process of continuous improvement in regulation and 

market operation
– Communicate with public in transparent manner to built support 

for regulator’s mission
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Concluding Comments
• Winning in court of public opinion even more important in 

regulating competition 
– Smart sunshine regulation involves communicating regulatory 

decisions to public and courts in accessible manner
• Training in microeconomics, game theory, statistical 

methods important for modern regulator
• Accounting and law remain important for regulating 

monopoly segments
• Modern regulation likely to require more of these skills in 

the future in other infrastructure industries
– Natural Gas, Telecommunications, Cable Television

• Modern regulation is likely to be a growth industry as 
more and more segments of infrastructure industries are 
opened to competition
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Thank you
Questions/Comments? 
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